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Key figures of CDC group

Financial figures for 2011
■ Equity : 

■ € 20.2 billion
■ Consolidated assets (except saving funds) : €269.5 billion
■ Saving funds managed by Caisse des Dépôts : €224.9 billion
■ Rating : 

■ AAA (Fitch) / Aaa (Moody’s) / AA+ (S&P’s) (23/01/2012)

Extra financial figures for 2011

■ 37 000 employees, plus Veolia Transdev with 102 000 employees
worldwide

■ 25 regional offices in mainland France and the overseas territories
leverage all of the Group’s expertise and financial capacities

■ A footprint in over 80 countries
■ Caisse des Dépôts has been entrusted with managing close to €7 billion of 

the « Programme d’investissements d’avenir » in France
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16 billions € of Loan contrats
were signed in 2010
for social housing 
and urban development

Investment from savings 

New social housing in 2011
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Elan 2020 : a strategic plan to meet the 
constantly evolving needs of the country

■ Elan 2020 provides the Group 
with a long-term development 
strategy complete with clearly-
defined objectives and targets.

■ It has forged the Group’s identity 
as a long-term investor with four 
strategic priorities for tackling the 
country’s constantly evolving 
needs : private equity (SME’s, 
…), housing and the city, 
universities and the knowledge-
based industry, sustainable 
development.

■ €3.7 billion worth of equity 
invested since 2007 in the four 
strategic priorities, i.e., 40 % of 
the Group's annual earnings

Sustainable 

development

Private equity

Housing and the city

Universities and knowledge-

based industry



Actual questions and development

■ Stakeholders initiative
■ Long term investment club
■ UNEP FI , PRI 

■ Financing challenge of energy efficiency

■ Urban development

■ Energy efficiency and linked infrastructure

■ Data & information

■ Sustainable portfolio management
5
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Long Term Investment club 

four general recommendations, which could be acted upon in 
various ways:

■ Reassert the necessity for a financial institution to assess the 
risks of assets taking into account the nature and the duration 
of the liabilities;

■ Design a model of assessment of financial risks that recognises 
the positive effect of long-term liabilities;

■ Include in the definition of long-term liabilities, which are 
essential to long-term investment, liabilities that are statistically 
stable in the long term;

■ Promote the creation of long-term savings by creating suitable 
investment instruments. 
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The UNEP FI Property Working Group 
(PWG) 

■ RPI best practice case studies
■ Implementation of the PRI with respect to 

property portfolios
■ Differences between responsible investment 

in equities and property
■ Advancing the integration of ESG issues 

into property as part of fiduciary 
responsibility

■ Sustainable building indicators benchmarks
■ RPI and international climate change policy

The PWG has become a global centre of excellence on  
responsible property investment (RPI), covering the  
following aspects:

To learn more about the PWG: 
http://www.unepfi.org/work_streams/property/index.h tml



Energy efficiency

■2 main reasons:
■ Energy security
■ Risk management ( social & financial…)

■4 means :
■ Energy conservation (linked to demand side)
■ Data accuracy and follow up
■ Push & pull strategy :regulation and energy taxes but 

moreover,  make efficiency trendy ( highest confort 
and lowest consumption)

■ Innovative local technologies( solar cooling…)
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Metered or primary energy ?
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Regulations wishes,  but …
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Energy Efficiency

�Act simultaneously on housing and workplace : transport 
demand

�Act on food production and access :urban & countryside
contracts?

■ 4 Pilars :
■ Demand reduction : energy efficicency ;
■ Energy production:  centralised and decentralised based on 

renewables and energy re-use
■ Energy storage : free energy transfer and peak reduction
■ Grid ( electic, heat , cool ) adaptation : synergy grids

There is no competition but complementary actions 
through dynamic plans and invesment efficiency11



Energy efficiency market 
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Finance institutions

??????
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Energy linked to a building: 4 main 
blocks

Embodied energy

New building : 
≈ 800 to 2 000 kWh ep/m²

« As usual » or tall building: 
≈ 2 000 to 12 000 kWh ep/m²

Transport

French average daily distance:
16km 

20 km :
by car : 6450 kWh ep/an
bus: 630 kWh ep/an

Building energy

Actual new building: 
130 to 250 kWh ep/m²/an

NZEB :
40 to 65 kWh ep/m²/an

Specific electricity

Housing : 
10 à 50 kWhep/m²/an 

Office: 
30 to 300 kWh ep/m²/an
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Public transportation
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Urban morphology and flows

People 

Infrastructure, connectivity 
mobility

Land use

Flows : people and 
goods

Land property and 
regulations impact

Build shape, energy impact 
and waste management

Source: S. Salat urban morphology lab



Rotterdam: REAP methodology



SYNERGY GRID

WORKING GROUP IISBE

Laboratoire des Morphologies Urbaines, 
Paris



• Reduced consumption of space per person

• More community

• Less general consumption

• More healthy lifestyles

• Less mobility 

Which changes are needed in EU?



International Institute for Urban 
Morphology

■ Cities have the common feature of all living bio-organ, it is self-
learning, self-improving. 

■ Cities are never independent: they are always interdependent on 
villages, hinterlands, and other cities, etc, 

■ proclamation of physics and philosopher IIya Prigogine that “human being has 
entered the era of “certainty decay”. “, 'uncertainty' is the only certain element”

■

“the future of cities is a series of unconscious events. Only those decision
makers who embrace this philosophy would lead forward and succeed”. 
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Commentary on chinese eco cities by Qiu Baoxing 2012 

Conference on Urban Development and Planning in Guilin,
source : cecilia Springer

■ urban density , a characteristic not often considered in the planning of eco-cities, which 
tend to be less dense than pre-existing Chinese cities. Although China’s urban density was 
expected to increase due to the influx of rural workers, it has actually stayed stable and, in 
some case, decreased throughout the past several years. three factors in this trend:   
parks, plazas, and highways –

■ He criticizes Western planners as well. He was spot on in identifying Le Corbusier’s 
Radiant City plans as an unexpected source of low density, energy-inefficient building.

■ City diversity . Vice Minister Qiu advocated for diversity in city transportation systems, as 
well as among the residents of the city. City diversity is an essential part of making a city 
liveable and self-sustaining.

■ Preservation of pre-existing urban areas, rather than building new ones. He emphasized 
the value of history and culture in urban development, citing the dense and beautiful streets 
of Paris. Historical preservation is not frequently associated with urban planning in China

Can we set forth a bold vision of city planning based on Western experience 
adapted to local needs?

Qiu Baoxing is the Vice Minister of the Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development (MoHURD)
23



Early 20th century future vision
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Verticality and density

Synergy can be understood as the combined power of a group of things when they 
are working together which is greater than the total power achieved by each working 
separately 



« positive» metabolism

From simplicity to 
complexity :
End of certainty to 
an open world of 
possibilities
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Building Long Term Value Assesment :

■Location
■ Connectivity infrastructure
■ Local services and shops (density)
■ Security
■ Attractivity ( image…)

■Quality 
■ Indoor environemental quality
■ Energy performance
■ Lifespan
■ Flexibility / Mutability
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Life cycle and building information

Data / Information

Life Cycle of Buildings

Causes
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Source :  T. Lutzkendorf - D. Lorenz 



Data accuracy

■ 0 : no data – 5 fully reliable
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Value assement  

R
isk assessm

ent for each 
stakeholder

List of physical characteristics

Ex: materials, equipement

Indicators of physical characteristics (numeric value) or quality assesment

Ex: primary energy consumption, time outside thermal comfort zone 

Impacts for each stakeholders 

Ex:  cimate change mitigation, occupants comfort 

Worth :  Long term assesment 

Ex: value creation for the neighborhood

A
ssessm

ent of the 
building itself 

Development                  Construction                                    In Use                          Refurbishment   Building 
Life cycle

Non monetary use value

Ex: image, reputation

Monetarisationof cost benefits

Ex: energy expenses savings, 
monetarisation of productivity gains

Data flows by stakeholders : translation
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Risk management 
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From a static vision  ….  
To a dynamic vision of value

Building -centered model

User value

Technical 

Installations

Functionality 
comfort

Building 
components

Intrinsic value Operating value

Sustai
nable 
value

Technical 

Installations

Adaptability to 
users’ needs

Building 
components

Durability of 
components

Guarantee of 
performance 

in exploitation

Functionality 
comfort

Intrinsic value
Operating value

green 
value

User value
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Green value : holistic approach



12 mars 201335

Traditional Building Low energy building 
(-25%)

Sustainable 
Building

Rent €/m2,a 300 300 305

Maintenance €/m2,a 10 10 12

Energy €/m2,a 20 15 15

Net rent income €/m2,a 270 275 278

Renting process rental months 6 6 5

Free rent period rental months 3 3 2.5

Churn rental months 3 3 2.5

Total months rental months 12 12 10

Rental period years 6 6 7

Net operating income €/m2,a 220 225 242

Capitalization rate % 6.25 6.25 6.15

Value €/m2 3520 3600 3935

Change % + 2,3 % +11.8 %

An example of green value evaluation
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Conclusion:

Policy
� Change land regulation and taxes for investment in 

“service infrastructure” instead of energy producti on 
Finance
� Change to long term assessment
investors
� Valuation of building quality (service & lifespan)
Designers
� Change to flexibility and dynamic strategic vision based 

on citizens life and expectations
Construction 
� Change to quality efficiency instead of cost compet ition
users
� Change occupier behaviour


